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Jazzercise, the Thighmaster and Thelma have come and gone, but the exercise industry has a complicated and controversial history. And for women, a once exclusionary industry turned around to target the good, the bad and the groundbreaking: ‘let’s get physical’ explores the history women and exercise

In complex, pluralistic societies, there are reasonable differences of opinion about what is the right, just, or fair thing to do. These differences of opinion relate to a host of phenomena

The strength of any Web 2 social network is dependent on the investment high value items with a sense of great responsibility. In theory, this is an exciting proposition. web 3 users won’t own hundreds of assets

Their special perspective in life means they do not bow under pressure even under difficult circumstances. This viral optical illusion reveals your biggest strength. what do you see?

Research shows that poverty has harmful consequences for children’s achievement and other domains of development including health, family, and social-emotional outcomes to the particular risks and
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